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Introduction: literature review
There is a vast amount of works on modeling volatility spillovers but they examine stock markets or bond markets separately.
Only three references in bond-stock volatility spillovers Fleming et al (1998) in the US Kim et al (2001) in Australia Capiello et al (2003) in Global markets
Introduction
Stock-bond volatility linkages:
-Common information -Cross-market rebalancing A shock in one market may generate crossmarket asset rebalancing. Then, information spillover takes place and this generate trading and volatility in both markets 2. Data 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 3.1 Econometric model 
Econometric Model: the variance
The ADC model [Kroner and Ng (1998) Stock volatility responds asymmetrically to its own shocks. Bond volatility responds symmetrically to its own shocks. Volatility spillovers between stock and bond markets in Europe are asymmetric and bidirectional. 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Trading Strategy
Pardo and Torró (2006) develop a trading rule exploiting the asymmetric volatility spillovers between large and small-cap companies in spain.
Adapting the intuition behind their strategy we propose to differentiate between:
Good volatility pieces of news: an expected decrease in volatility
Bad volatility pieces of news: an expected increase in volatility
Simultaneous items of volatility news 
Bad volatility news on asset "i" Good volatility news on asset "i" Long position on asset "j" Short position on asset "j"
Crossed trading strategy Volatility transmission between stocks and bonds is bidirectional.
Stock volatility responds asymmetrically to its own shocks.
Bond volatility responds symmetrically to its own shocks.
Stocks Bonds

Conclusion
Second objective
Exploit volatility transmission between stocks and bonds by means of a trading rule that distinguishes between bad and good news Volatility spillovers are economically significant since the trading rule offers profitable returns after transaction costs
Better results after news coming from the Euro Bund futures (specially in the bearish period)
The trading rule can be applied to different markets and assets
Efficient market hypothesis
Muchas gracias
Cualquier pregunta, crítica o sugerencia será muy bien acogida
